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TRAFFIC SIMULATION IN PEDESTRIAN SAFETY RESEARCH
Eero Pasanen, City of Helsinki, Traffic Planning Division

1. A SHORT-TIME TARGET

Computer simulation of traffic could rather soon be a handy tool to study the influences of various speed-related
countermeasures on pedestrian safety and on vehicular travel times. Speed control is obviously a very important, but
also a very controversial issue especially in busy city centre traffic. It has been estimated, for example, that a strict
adherence to the new 40 kph speed limit on Kaivokatu-street in Helsinki would reduce the probability of a pedestrian
death to almost one third. Travel times of the cars would be lengthened by only a few percent. This estimate has been
done with help of video-recorded accidents and travel time studies with an instrumented floating car /1/.

However, it would be of value to illustrate this more generally and more clearly for decissionmakers and road-users.
This could be done anywhere with help of computer simulation.

1 The advanced simulation system would record the number of pedestrian accidents (calibrated to the present situation),
collision speeds, accident costs and travel times of the vehicles. The relative influences of given speed changes (humps,
speed limits, green waves, vehicular limiters etc.) could be easily calculated.

2. WHY SPEEDS AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY?

In addition to the importance of the issue, there are three reasons (a,b,c) why expressedly speeds and pedestrian safety at
signalised streets should be the first target of this kind of development work.

a) In pedestrian accidents a pedestrian rarely tries to cross a street conscious between a short gap and fails through
the miscalculation of his/her own or some others performance /1/.

Pedestrians who cross the street are, for various reasons, sometimes momentarily in such a state or situation
where they do not think at all of approaching vehicles. An accident occurs when a pedestrian crosses the street
quite heedlessly and a vehicle happens to be on the ‘right’ spot, travelling at the ‘right’ speed. The drivers try to
avoid a collision with a full brake. It is not difficult to simulate this kind of behaviour.

b) In general, neither pedestrians, nor other crossing traffic collide with vehicles in a queue /1/.

The special importance of the free vehicles, that is vehicles not in queue, is quite decisive when the advantages
and disadvantages of speed control in busy city centre traffic are compared.

The reduction of the highest speeds affects just those free, most dangerous vehicles, whereas the effects on
travel times to the majority in queues is often very small.
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The traffic flow can be divided into free and other vehicles with present simulation techniques.

Helsinki University of Technology has developed a traffic simulation system (HUTSIM), which describes quite truthfully
vehicular traffic at signalised streets (see Figure 1). It should not be too complicated to add pedestrian black-out
performance and the brake reactions of the drivers in the model.

Figure 1: HUTSIM and the two essential extra (*) characteristics.

c) The mathematical dependence between collision speed and the severity of a pedestrian accident is known by a
satisfactory accuracy /2/.
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3. SOME THOUGHTS

The short-time development work could progress in the following order by:
• adding heedless pedestrians and emergency braking reactions into HUTSIM
• extending the library of basic HUTSIM-elements and making it easier to modify these elements
• creating data-links between trip assignment models, HUTSIM and virtual reality (3-D) models (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Further steps.

In principle, there are no limitations on simulation like this. Future events depend mainly on the knowledge of real
accidents and on the interest of various groups. For example:

A system with heedless pedestrians, with an urban 3-D reality and with a possibility to steer an individual car, could be
useful at driving schools.

4. POSTSCRIPT (ESPECIALLY FOR MEMBERS IN GROUP D)

It is often said that children in traffic are more vulnerable than adults because, for example, they have difficulties in
estimating vehicle speeds. However, other animals don’t have to make estimates of the speeds and distances of their
enemies. Their visual system contains a neural, unconscious mechanism to measure time intervals (time to collision).
Does a 5-year-old human being lack such an ability?

My subjective experience tells that children, when crossing a street, generally leave great extra safety-margins because
of the safety education (frightening) from their parents. However, children are impulsive and this causes black-outs of
attention to traffic and leads to accidents.

With years the conscious safety-margins decrease, yet, remaining sufficient. Pedestrian accidents of adults are usually
also caused by black-outs. So when we want to reduce pedestrian accidents,
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let’s not pay too much attention to accepted gaps and other conscious decision-making of the pedestrians.

Let’s increase the safety-margins of drivers by, for example, reducing speeds on down-town streets.

A pedestrian is not a real threat to a driver. Unconscious protective responses do not work. Drivers feel no risk when
driving on urban streets at their ‘own’ speeds /3/. This means that speeds must be reduced by force. Research, education
and information can make the needed countermeasures less painful for the drivers.
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